ArtistView 6.7 Complete Release Notes
##############################################################################
@RELEASE: 6.7-3
##############################################################################
There were no fixes or changes made to ArtistView between 6.7-2 and 6.7-3

##############################################################################
@RELEASE: 6.7-2
##############################################################################
==== CL 14567 ====
@CHANGE:For right-click actions, the positive reponse is now the default.
==== CL 14566 ====
@FIX:Only display output path and host info for instances and frames that are running, failed, or have completed.
==== CL 14552 ====
@FIX:Modifying multiple jobs at the same time would destroy all jobs' env, regardless of whether or not any jobs' env was modified.
==== CL 14475 ====
@FIX:Fixed issue where clicking on a running frame or instance while looking at the job logs tab would clear job logs for all completed other
instances.
==== CL 14350 ====
@FIX:Attempting to fetch memory usage statistics without direct sql queries would cause an internal crash.
==== CL 14298 ====
@FIX:Fixed thumbnails tab on Windows.

##############################################################################
@RELEASE: 6.7-1
##############################################################################
==== CL 14057 ====
@FIX:Fix issue when jobs have been both removed and added at the same time from outside of ArtistView between refreshes.
@CHANGE:When checking for removed jobs, only look back 5000 jobs, do not retrieve job ids for all jobs in the queue.
==== CL 14050 ====
@CHANGE:Job Modify Dialog is now scrollable.
==== CL 14041 ====
@FIX:Fix refresh bug that prevented jobs from updating when clicking the refresh button unless they were brand new.
@CHANGE:standardized status icon hieght so the [job,frame,host,instance] list doesn't adjust when status changes.
@CHANGE:URL for documentation updated
@FIX:Userlist handles missing connection to supervisor without crashing the application
==== CL 13959 ====
@CHANGE:More efficient job refresh. Less tax on the supervisor during refresh

##############################################################################
@RELEASE: 6.7-0
##############################################################################
==== CL 13917 ====
@NEW:Job log size column added. Log sizes are viewed on-demand (on click).

==== CL 13911 ====
@CHANGE:Improved performance of log retrieval
@CHANGE:Logs are updated on refresh when their controlling entity is or was just running.
@FIX:Fixed issue where logs were not in sync for jobs with large numbers of instances
==== CL 13906 ====
@FIX:When no direct sql access is available, force a cache clear on refresh, as we can't use sql tools to detemine proper sync.
==== CL 13903 ====
@FIX:Much faster job list refresh when large pgrps exist.
==== CL 13896 ====
@FIX:Better adhere to direct sql query preference to improve performance when direct sql connections are not available.
==== CL 13885 ====
@NEW:New status icon for jobs that are "registering"
==== CL 13881 ====
@NEW:Greatly improved performance for list filters (job list, host list, etc) and client-side job searching
@FIX:Fix issue when changing from host list to job list would make the lower tabs unresponsive until focus was changed away and back to the
job list.
@CHANGE:job list repopulating speed improvements (on refresh)
@CHANGE:host properties tab visually improved
==== CL 13821 ====
@NEW:Job plugin that filters jobs based on the selected job(s)' pgrp.
@NEW:Frame plugin that filters jobs based on the selected frame's job.
==== CL 13820 ====
@NEW:Plugins can now update the various search widgets, programatically.
@FIX:Jobs in pgrp may not collapse properly if they are added between caching clearing refreshes
@FIX:Fixed job search when searching explicitly by job id, i.e. "id:1234"
@CHANGE:Jobs will not allow themselves to be updated until they are at least 3 seconds old (prevents repeated calls from multipe threads)
==== CL 13810 ====
@FIX:Fixed issue where jobs with more than 10 instances may display incorrect frame or instance logs
@FIX:Fixed issue where ArtistView looses track of focus after a preference update.
==== CL 13805 ====
@NEW:For 6.8 - ArtistView Submission UI now works with central preferences server. Submission parameters can have their values set, values
mandated, label changed, or be hidden via central prefs.
==== CL 13800 ====
@NEW:Job Internals tab for ArtistView.
==== CL 13747 ====
@NEW:Preference for application of right-click items to child jobs: ask before apply, always apply, never apply.
==== CL 13723 ====
@NEW:Job Modify dialog now supports env variable modification
==== CL 13543 ====
@FIX:Fixed display of agendatimeout as a column in the joblist.
==== CL 13537 ====
@FIX:Fixed bug with a few menu plugins that would cause them to fail when run on jobs without agenda items.

